Grip Bonding Process
Tools Needed:

Stick Applicator, Epoxy Adhesive 0.85 FL OZ (25 mL) per two grips, Needle Nose
Pliers, Rag, alcohol and towels, Safety Glasses, Latex/Nitrile Gloves. Counterbalance handles only: Drill and 3/32” or 1/8” drill bit.

Safety glasses should be worn while bonding grips!
**FOR COUNTERBALANCE GRIPS ONLY**
Drill a 3/32nds or similar hole in the center of the end
of the grip to release air and excess adhesive.
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Grip Bonding Process
Remove shards of ABS that remain on the fiberglass tube or steel tube. If using a knife, make sure it has a retractable blade and always cut away from fingers, extremities, and the rest of the body.

Test fit the grip and make sure it goes all the way onto the fiberglass or steel tube. If it doesn’t, remove chunks of
plastic that are sticking up or push them back into place until grip seats at the base of the handle.
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Grip Bonding Process
Clean the inside of the grip with an alcohol soaked rag.
Needle nose pliers are helpful in working the rag in the
grip.

Thoroughly mix 2-part epoxy
Epoxy materials:
We recommend Loctite Epoxy Plastic Bonder (20
minute), Usually available at home improvement and
hardware stores. This material has a very strong smell
and should not be applied indoors.
Other 2-part Epoxy kits should also work, such as
Loctite or Gorilla epoxy. A 0.85 FL OZ (25 mL) kit is
needed to rebond two grips.
NOTE: 5-minute epoxy will cure very quickly. If you
use this, make sure you are ready to mix, apply, and
have the grips on within 120 seconds. Alternatively,
mix half and bond one handle at a time. 1 minute or
instant epoxy is not recommended.
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Grip Bonding Process
Coat the outside of the exposed tube with a thin layer of epoxy.

Coat the entire inside of the grip with a thin layer of epoxy.
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Grip Bonding Process
Slide the grip over the handle by applying even pressure and twisting down, pulling the
grip onto the handle entirely.
NOTE: Excess adhesive will be squeezed out of the hole drilled in the top of counterbalanced handles.

Clean the outside of the grip with alcohol and a rag. Any epoxy left on the handle will cure and leave a spot on the
grip, clean thoroughly to avoid this.
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Grip Bonding Process
Be sure to orient the thumb groove to the blade hole. You can use the small indicator line located at the top of the
grip to achieve proper clocking of the grip.

Allow adhesive to cure based on manufacturer recommendation.
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